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Abstract The emerging of new Cloud services and applications demanding for
ever more performance (i.e., on one hand, the rapid growth of applications us-
ing deep learning –DL, on the other hand, HPC-oriented work-flows executed in
Cloud) is continuously putting pressure on Cloud providers to increase capabili-
ties of their large data centers, by embracing more advanced and heterogeneous
devices [2, 3, 11]. Hardware heterogeneity also helps Cloud providers to improve
energy efficiency of their infrastructures by using architectures dedicated to specific
workloads. However, heterogeneity represents a challenge from the infrastructure
management perspective. In this highly dynamic context, workload orchestration
requires advanced algorithms to not defeat the efficiency provided by the hardware
layer. Despite past works partially addressed the problem, a comprehensive solution
is still missing.
This paper presents the solution studied within the European H2020 project OPERA
[1]. Our approach is intended for managing the workload in large infrastructures
running heterogeneous systems, by using a two-steps approach. Whenever new jobs
are submitted, an energy-aware allocation policy is used to select the most efficient
nodes where to execute the incoming jobs. In a second step, the whole workload is
consolidated by means of the optimization of a cost model. This paper focuses on
an allocation algorithm aimed at reducing the overall energy consumption; it also
presents the results of simulations on a State-of-the-Art framework. When compared
with well-known and broadly adopted allocation strategies, the proposed approach
results in a tangible energy-saving (up to 30% compared to First Fit allocation pol-
icy, and up to 45.2% compared to the Best Fit), thus demonstrating energy efficiency
superiority.
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1 Introduction

The growing importance for converged platforms, i.e., computing infrastructures
which software and hardware stack is optimized for running both compute-centric
(also referred to as HPC-oriented) and data-centric applications, is gaining mo-
mentum. Cloud computing paradigm brought the opportunity to exploit massive
computational resources to the masses, avoiding the costs of expensive dedicated
machines. Recently, Cloud providers and hyper-scaler introduced dedicated offer-
ing based on the addition of GP-GPUs and FPGAs to better support HPC-oriented
workloads. Beside the heterogeneity across CPUs families, the biggest change is
represented by the introduction of GP-GPUs and FPGAs on dedicated instances. For
instance, Amazon AWS- EC2 [2], Microsoft Azure [3] offer GPU-accelerated in-
stances covering the most recently introduced architectures (i.e., Nvidia Pascal [4],
Nvidia Volta [5]).

Although less common, many-cores, such as the Intel XeonPhi chip family [6],
Kalray MPPA [7] and Tilera architectures [8] emerged as good contenders for sci-
entific workloads. Their high-parallel micro-architecture can benefit from vectoriza-
tion acceleration features, as well as the sharing of a common ISA with host CPUs.
Besides, the recent interest in machine learning (ML) and, more specifically, in deep
learning techniques (DL), raised the attention of both Cloud and hardware providers
on more specialized architectures. In this context, services powered by deep neural
networks (DNNs) and their variants led hardware providers to envision dedicated
chips, able to largely increase the performance/Watt ratio over conventional archi-
tectures. Recently, FPGAs emerged as a candidate, thanks to the optimal trade-off
between performance, overall power consumption, and flexibility.

Despite the many benefits of heterogeneity adoption, its integration in the Cloud
software stack poses several challenges [9]. Workload orchestration is a popular
Cloud approach to provide management features over: i) reserving computing re-
sources for the incoming jobs (i.e., virtual machines –VMs– to launch); ii) dynami-
cally adapting the workload distribution to satisfy some specified criteria. In fact, the
abundance of different hardware devices, each exposing peculiar features, requires a
careful placement of the incoming VMs through more intelligent and flexible tools
for orchestrating hybrid workloads.

Power(energy) management within allocation algorithms was firstly introduced
to minimize the number of running servers [21]. A server in idle state consumes
up to 65% of its peak power, thus, power consumption can be minimized by con-
centrating the workload on the minimum number of physical nodes and switching
off unused ones. However, this solution requires to handle application throughput
and execution time constraints, as defined in SLA. Following this approach, authors
in [17] have proposed heuristics for dynamic adaptation of a VMs’ allocation pol-
icy at run-time. According to the current resource utilization, their heuristic applies
live migration and idle nodes sleep mode switching. The aforementioned approach
was tested on a data center composed of “heterogeneous” machines and took into
account the characteristics of each physical node to reduce the energy consumption.
Despite several works tackled the problem of integrating power(energy) awareness
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into allocation algorithms, the most used ones are still based on simple, fast ap-
proaches such as First Fit (FF) and Best Fit (BF); although, in this cases, hetero-
geneity is not addressed. More accurate simulations using heterogeneous infrastruc-
tures are made in [22]. Here, heterogeneity concerns hardware resources such as
GP-GPUs, MICs and FPGAs in addition to traditional CPUs.

This paper presents a comprehensive study of an energy-aware orchestration ap-
proach, as formulated in the OPERA project [1] to address the challenges related to
the dynamic nature of work-flows. The ECRAE –Efficient Cloud Resources Allo-
cation Engine– greedy strategy is proposed to fast and effectively allocate incoming
VMs to the most suitable node. Furthermore, ECRAE takes into account hetero-
geneity provided by acceleration devices. When compared to traditional and widely
adopted allocation policies (e.g., First Fit and Best Fit), the ECRAE solution is better
by far, allowing to save up to∼45% of energy. To summarize, the main contribution
are: i) providing a detailed insight of the two-steps approach devised by OPERA
project for the orchestration of workloads in a heterogeneous infrastructure; ii) de-
scribing the performance-power consumption model for acceleration devices used
to drive the orchestrator; and iii) comparing the performance of the ECRAE alloca-
tion policy on different workload conditions, with traditional allocation policies.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a descrip-
tion of the most relevant technologies in modern heterogeneous infrastructures. A
detailed description of the ECRAE greedy strategy is provided in Section 3, along
with the discussion on the performance and power consumption models for accel-
erators. Next, in section 4, after describing the simulation environment and the used
workloads, we present the experimental evaluation results of the proposed strategy.
Finally, section 5 concludes the work.

2 Orchestrating heterogeneous infrastructures

Aiming at supporting a new class of applications in modern data centers (i.e., deep
learning and scientific computing applications), advanced architectural solutions
comprising both hardware and software components at different levels must be
leveraged. At the hardware level, this reflects in the massive adoption of specialized
devices, as well as a large differentiation of the processor families. On the other
hand, at the software level, heterogeneity reflects in emerging frameworks (e.g.,
TensorFlow, Caffe, etc.) and management components (e.g., Open Stack Cyborg
project.). Despite these efforts, power(energy) efficiency still remain a challenge.
Techniques, both hardware (e.g., dynamic voltage and frequency scaling –DVFS)
and software (e.g., dynamic migration of VMs) can be applied to reduce the power
consumption without negatively impacting on the performance. Resource orchestra-
tor (RO) is a key component in Cloud data centers to efficiently manage the underly-
ing resources, by means of always more sophisticated algorithms. RO can be defined
as the set of operations that Cloud providers undertake (either manually or automat-
ically via dedicated computer programs) for selecting, deploying, monitoring, and
dynamically controlling the configuration of hardware and software resources, re-
flecting in a set of QoS-assured components seamlessly delivered to end users.
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Fig. 1: Resource Orchestrator (RO): the main operation performed for dynamically controlling the
Cloud infrastructure resources.

Figure 1 shows the main flow of operations performed by the RO. There are
two main components that have a key role in managing the infrastructure: i) the re-
source selection (RS) module; and the ii) dynamic workload balancing (DWB). The
former is responsible to find a match between available resources and the incoming
VMs. To this end, the RS accesses to an internal database containing the updated
description of the nodes in the infrastructure in terms of features (i.e., total num-
ber of cores, total amount of memory, storage and bandwidth) and the resources still
available for allocating other VMs. The RS takes decisions based on a fast algorithm
(e.g., ECRAE has a complexity equals to O(n)), taking into account allocation con-
straints for specific VMs. For instance, a VM requiring the use of an accelerator can
be allocated only on nodes exposing that type of accelerator. Whenever the resource
has been selected, a dedicated agent (deployment and migration –DM) performs all
the necessary actions to boot-up the VM on the node. The dynamic nature of work-
loads requires a constant monitoring of the used resources. The resource monitor
(RM) is in charge of acquiring all the metrics needed to measure the resource usage,
and updating the internal RO database. Information gathered by RM are used by
the DWB component for periodically re-balancing the whole workload. The DWB
applies complex algorithms to accomplish such task, which has been demonstrated
to be a NP-complete optimization problem [23]. The result of DWB algorithms is
the schedule of VMs that must be migrated. The periodicity of workload re-balance
depends on several factors, including the number of nodes and VMs to take into
account, the complexity of the DWB algorithms, and Cloud provider specific con-
straints.

2.1 Infrastructure heterogeneity

A modern data center relies on several hardware and software components to ensure
adequate capabilities for end user applications.

Figure 2 depicts the general architecture of a heterogeneous data center. The
hardware level is composed by commodity hardware (i.e., servers, storage nodes
and network switches), with server nodes augmented by accelerators. Such devices,
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Fig. 2: Heterogeneous data center: hardware architecture comprises different types of CPUs and
accelerators, while software stacks provides necessary management and programming frameworks.

typically provide large parallelism through high number of dedicated cores (C) cou-
pled with ultra-fast local memories (LM). Data movement is ensured internally by
local high-speed, low latency interconnects. Other, specialized cores can be also
integrated, to ensure the highest performance.

Interfacing with the remainder of the system is enabled by global memory inter-
face, and the driver integrated into the operating system. Global memory is imple-
mented as a dedicated, on-board, block of fast memory. On top of the operating sys-
tem, the virtualization layer is implemented, providing the functionalities that permit
both to create and migrate virtual machines, and to orchestrate resources. Generally,
resource orchestration is obtained by implementing the management logic in a dis-
tributed fashion. Virtualization provides the substrate for integrating in the platform
a distributed file system and to enable end users to create their applications through
dedicated frameworks.

Among the others, FPGAs recently gained the attention as general purpose class
of accelerators. The flexibility of such software programmable chips allows them
to be reused over time for totally different application purposes (e.g., on-the-fly
encryption, data compression, etc.). In fact, in contrast to other accelerators, FPGAs
do not provide a fixed architecture. Instead, their internal resources (i.e., local blocks
of distributed memory, logic elements, flip-flops, etc.) can be arranged to resemble
any digital circuit. In that, FPGA fabrics exhibit a data-flow architecture, where the
data processing is quickly performed without executing any explicit instruction.

Figure 3 depicts the internal architecture of a FPGA, along with the power mod-
els experimentally derived for two Intel chips [9, 10]. In contrast to other accelera-
tors, the data-flow oriented architecture provides an almost constant throughput on
processing data, as well as the power consumption is depending on the amount of
resources allocated (active) and the clock frequency on the chip. During application
compilation, the FPGA tool chain generates a circuit which is mapped on fabric re-
sources. Thus, the percentage of resources consumed, proportionally determines the
overall power consumption.
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Fig. 3: On the left, the FPGA fabric resource layout. On the right, the linearized power model for
the Intel Arria10 and Intel Stratix10 devices.

3 Energy-aware Cloud Resources Allocation Engine – ECRAE

The Energy-aware Cloud Resources Allocation Engine (ECRAE) is a greedy algo-
rithm that aims at finding optimal placing of incoming VMs in heterogeneous envi-
ronments. To this end, the algorithm ranks all the available nodes on their relative
efficiency (i.e., power consumption weighted by the current load), and selects the
most effective one that can accommodate the requested VM. In addition, ECRAE
takes into account specific constraints for running the VM; for instance, some VMs
in the workload may require the access to a specific accelerator (e.g., FPGA). In
that case, ECRAE will possibly assign a node that exposes such device, reverting on
nodes without acceleration only in case no one can accommodate the request.

Algorithm 1 shows the main steps used to select the most efficient node. Focusing
on supporting FPGA acceleration (although, other kind of accelerator can also be
used), first, the procedure evaluates if the VM requires acceleration via FPGA (line
2). In that case, the list of hosting nodes equipped with the required device model
is used to calculate the rank (line 3). To this end, the cost of using a given node
is calculated (lines 19–27). To reduce power consumption, hosts already active are
firstly considered as candidates for allocation (lines 4–5); however, if all the nodes
are sleeping, the procedure will select the less costly one (lines 6–7). Whenever the
VM does not require to access the FPGA, the procedure looks at the list of nodes
without acceleration support. Similarly to the previous case, the algorithm tries to
select a node from the list of active ones (lines 10–12); otherwise, the less costly
node will be selected (line 14). In all the cases, the same CalculateRanking cost
function is used (line 19–27).

3.1 Data center power-cost model

To enable the ECRAE algorithm to take correct decisions when a VM demands for
the use of an accelerator, we modeled the performance and power consumption of a
generic acceleration device. To this end, we must consider that VMs come with an
associated cost that is expressed by the amount of resources to access (i.e., number
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Algorithm 1 ECRAE energy-aware greedy allocation algorithm.
1: procedure ECRAEALLOCATIONALGORITHM(hostList, vm)
2: if vm.supportFPGAAcceleration() then
3: FPGAHostList← hostList.getHostSuitableForV m(vm).getHostWithFPGA()
4: if !FPGAHostList.getActive().isEmpty() then
5: return calculateRanking(FPGAHostList.getActiveHost(), vm)
6: else
7: return calculateRanking(FPGAHostList, vm)
8: end if
9: else

10: NoFPGAHostList← hostList.getHostSuitableForV m(vm).getHostWithoutFPGA()
11: if !NoFPGAHostList.getActive().isEmpty() then
12: return calculateRanking(NoFPGAHostList.getActiveHost(), vm)
13: else
14: return calculateRanking(NoFPGAHostList, vm)
15: end if
16: end if
17: end procedure
18:
19: function CALCULATERANKING(hostList, vm)
20: for host in hostList do
21: actualPowerConsumption← host.getPower()
22: CPULoadIncrement← vm.getPe/host.getPe
23: score←CPULoadIncrement ∗actualPowerConsumption
24: ranking← (score,host)
25: end for
26: return ranking.minScore().getHost()
27: end function

of cores, amount of memory, storage, etc.), but also by the amount of instructions
to be consumed. Such value is expressed in MIPS (i.e., millions of instructions per
second) to consume, and it is also used to determine the VM lifetime. The more
MIPS the hosting node can process, the less time the VM will last.

Thanks to virtualization, running a VM on different CPUs is not an issue. Con-
versely, accelerating the execution of a portion of the VM poses some challenges.
Although for some kind of devices, it would theoretically be possible to calculate
the equivalent number of MIPS performed since their functioning is driven by the
execution of dedicated instructions, in case of FPGAs there is no instruction stream
to execute. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a more general approach. We
measure the number of instructions required by a given VM. Then, we measure the
relative (to the specific hosting CPU) speed up using the accelerator, obtaining a
speed up factor (Fsp). Thus, the number of MIPS associated to the host CPU (Tcpu)
to consume the VM’s MIPS is multiplied by Fsp. Such value expresses the through-
put of an equivalent “accelerated” CPU (Tacc), as follows:

Tacc = Tcpu ·Fsp (1)
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While the power model of an accelerator such as a GPU or a many-core can be
derived as a linear function of its loading factor, in case of FPGAs it is more com-
plex. In fact, power consumption depends on the percentage of resources used, and
the clock frequency of the synthesized design. To simplify, we analyzed a real ap-
plication (i.e., convolutional neural network –CNN) and we estimated the power
consumption for this design (on the Intel Arria10 midrange device), by fixing the
clock frequency to a constant value of 170 MHz (we found that depending on the
complexity of the synthesized circuit, the clock frequency span from 150 MHz to
350 MHz). This led us to generate the following model (R is the percentage of
FPGA resources used by the design):

PA10 = 37.97 ·R+27.5 (2)

Equation 2 can be used to estimate the power consumption of other applications, by
fixing the clock frequency to the same value while changing the amount of active
resources on the chip. A similar model has been derived for the Intel Stratix10 high-
end device (see also figure 3), as follows:

PS10 = 153.4 ·R+110 (3)

4 Simulations

Aiming at evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed allocation algorithm, we
performed a large set of experiments using a State-of-the-Art simulation frame-
work –CloudSimPlus [2, 3, 4], taking into account two different types of workload.
Specifically, we described VMs requiring different numbers of MIPS to process
(and cores), as well as different amount of memory. Virtual machines requiring a
high number of MIPS to process have been marked for the execution on nodes
equipped with an FPGA. The machine configurations in the simulated data cen-
ter are heterogeneous too. We provided to the simulator machines equipped with
processors exposing a variable number of cores and MIPS capacity. To support ac-
celeration, some nodes have been marked as associated with an FPGA board. We
considered two type of accelerators (midrange and high-end) to cover a broader
spectrum of devices. The heterogeneity of VMs and hosting nodes allowed us to
simulate workloads with higher dynamics (more typical for Cloud-oriented applica-
tion), and workloads with long-lasting VMs (i.e, HPC-oriented workloads).

4.1 Experimental setup

Table 1 and table 2 respectively show the host configurations used for creating the
data center during the simulations, and the types of VMs available to construct the
workloads. We described both the hosting nodes and VMs in the CloudSimPlus
simulation environment. The hosts are differentiated by means of the number of
cores (and MIPS) exposed to the applications (ranging from 2 to 12 cores), and
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the amount of main memory (ranging from 4 GiB to 12 GiB). For each node type,
we provided two subversion: one equipped with an FPGA board, and one without
accelerator. Whenever the FPGA is available, we indicated the speed up provided
(when running the largest supported VM) by the accelerator. Finally, we generated
a power model (based on equation 2 and equation 3) for the nodes, considering the
minimum and maximum power consumption levels.

Aiming to evaluate the performance of ECRAE algorithms on different scenarios,
we generated two workloads with different numbers of VMs to allocate, while keep-
ing constant the number of hosts (i.e., 500 nodes). The first workload is character-
ized by a number of VMs that is twice the number of hosting nodes (i.e., 1000 VMs).
The second workload aims at saturating the data center capacity, trying to allocate
VMs that are ×4 the number of available nodes (i.e., 2000 VMs). Network band-
width and storage capacity was fixed for all the nodes, as well as for all the VM
types. All the simulations have been performed on a Windows-7 (64bit) machine
equipped with 8 GiB of main memory and an Intel Core i7 processor running at
2.5 GHz. CloudSimPlus requires the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) to correctly
work, and in our experiments we used Java version 8.

Table 1: Host specifications

Host Config. MIPS Cores RAM Fsp Pmin Pmax

HP (Xeon 3075) 2660 2 4 GiB ×1 93.7 W 135 W
HP (Xeon 3075) 2660 2 4 GiB ×10 – –

IBM (Xeon X5670) 2933 12 12 GiB ×1 66 W 247 W
IBM (Xeon X5670) 2933 12 12 GiB ×30 – –

Intel Arria10 – – 8 GiB – 27.5 W 57.9 W
Intel Stratix10 – – 32 GiB – 110 W 225 W

Table 2: VMs specifications

VM type Total Instr. Cores RAM Accel.

1 12500 2 4096 MiB true
2 2000 1 1740 MiB false
3 10000 1 2100 MiB true
4 500 1 613 MiB false
5 1500 1 2000 MiB false

4.2 Experimental results

ECRAE algorithm performance, i.e., the energy consumption of the data center run-
ning different workloads, have been compared with those provided by two largely
adopted algorithms, i.e., First Fit (FF) and Best Fit (BF) algorithms. FF aims at
providing the fastest decision, quickly allocating an incoming VM to the first node
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with enough capacity. BF tries to better optimize the allocation by selecting the node
having the highest capacity. Both the algorithms do not take into account power con-
sumption of the nodes, thus leading to higher power(energy) usage when compared
with ECRAE.
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Fig. 4: Experimental results for the allocation of 1000 VMs and 2000 VMs on 500 hosts, using FF,
BF, and ECRAE algorithms.

Figure 4 shows the efficiency achieved by the three allocation strategies on dif-
ferent workload conditions. We generated workloads according to the VM types
listed in table 2; whenever VMs of type 1 and 3 must be allocated and no one of
the machines equipped with an FPGA is available, then a free machine without ac-
celeration support is chosen. This allows FF and BF to correctly search and allocate
accelerated VMs on (a subset of) the available machines. From the results, it is clear
that ECRAE is always able to take better decisions that minimize the overall energy
consumption. On a medium load level (i.e., allocation of 1000 VMs), ECRAE pro-
vided 30% of energy saving over the FF solution, and 45.2% over the BF solution.
This can be ascribed to the fact that, ECRAE searches a node, first, among running
ones (avoiding machine in idle state, that were switched off). Conversely, BF search
for the less loaded node for allocation, thus being induced (often) to select idle
nodes. Since idle machines may drawn down up to 65% of peak power consump-
tion, contribution of BF selected machines on the overall energy consumption was
in most cases higher than in case of FF and ECRAE. However, FF is not driven by
any consolidation-aware mechanism, thus globally selecting a worse mix of nodes
if compared to ECRAE solution.

Trying to allocate 2000 VMs, caused the data center reaching the saturation
point (i.e., actually not more than 1700 VMs were allocated). In this scenarios, all
the allocation strategies should show a similar behavior. However, albeit less pro-
nounced, ECRAE results were better than FF and BF solutions. Here, the energy
saving was respectively of 1% and 2%. When compared to the pure performance,
ECRAE should be able to access to accelerated nodes, thus in most cases providing
better performance.

All these results, confirm the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm when com-
pared to traditional and largely adopted strategies.
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5 Conclusion

Heterogeneity, is growing in modern data centers to achieve better performance over
always more heterogeneous workloads (e.g., HPC-oriented workloads, deep learn-
ing applications, etc.), as well as to lower the energy consumption of the infrastruc-
tures. Heterogeneity is primary obtained through specialized devices that can ac-
celerate applications’ execution on a specific domain. In order to correctly manage
such vast computing power, smart power(energy)-aware allocation policies should
be implemented in the orchestration tools. This paper presents ECRAE, an energy-
aware VM allocation strategy. Being based on a greedy optimal selection criteria,
ECRAE allows to achieve larger energy savings when compared to broadly adopted
policies, i.e., First Fit (FF) and Best Fit (BF). Experimental results confirm the ef-
fectiveness of the ECRAE algorithm when workloads of different size and type are
executed on the data center. Furthermore, ECRAE provides advantages over con-
ventional algorithms, being able to exploit the availability of acceleration devices
(e.g., FPGAs).
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